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BRAND SIGNATURE

Brand 
Signature

Data Symbol
Soft modern squares 
to show innovation

For official brand usage 
across all marketing 

platforms and applications

It was necessary to modernize the 
logo. We chose to keep the colors 

but to remove the gradient

Wordmark

Key Brand SignatureOld Key Brand Signature

WhiteBlackFeo Télécom Teal

Symbol

BRAND SIGNATURE USAGE

COLOUR VARATIONSSUB BRANDS

BLUE

WHITE

PANTONE

PANTONE

C62 M1 Y0 K0

C79 M55 Y0 K0

R82 G193 B240

R67 G109 B179

# 52C1F0

#436DB3

LOGO

The Feo Telecom Brand Signature has been care-
fully crafted to communicate our brand expe-
rience. It’s made up of two clear elements - the 
symbol and the Wordmark, cach communicating 
an aspect of the Feo Telecom brand

The Symbol takes the form of a circle, which de-
fines our business as a one-stop solution for your 
telecommunication needs.

The letters F, E, O, spell out our brand name, as 
well as

The teal colour of the signature also imparts a 
calming yet refreshing effect

The type clearly defines the nature of our nusiness 
as well as service range. It’s soft rounded font 
provides a sens of comfort.

The teal colour of the signature also imparts a 
calming yet refreshing effect

The type clearly defines the nature of our nusiness 
as well as service range. It’s soft rounded font 
provides a sens of comfort.

Feo Telecom’s key brand and signature should be 
used at all times and across all marketing commu-
nications to best represent our brand.

Feo Telecom’s key brand and signature should be 
used at all times and across all marketing commu-
nications to best represent our brand.

Logos should also keep to a visually similar size. 
The three rounded squares represents the tele-
communication symbol. It’s a new and modern 
way to represent our telecommunication services. 
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LOGO MISUSELOGO SPATIAL RULES

LOGO PLACEMENTS

The Feo Telecom Brand Signature has been care-
fully crafted with purpose and should be respec-
tefully at all times during usage to represent the 
brand. Abide by these rules to ensure that the 
logo is not used inappropriately

The brand logo needs to be respected at all 
times and should abide by these spatial rules to 
preserve its integrity.

Application: Feo Tele-
com’s key brand signa-
ture should be used at 
all times and across all 
marketing communica-
tions to best represent 
our brand.

Application: For use in 
narrow rows or when 
vertical logo use is not 
possible

Do not distort the 
logo by stretching or 
squezing.

Do not use colours 
that are not part of 
the brand colour 
palette.

Do not place the logo 
against background 
of poor colour 
contrast.

Do not place the 
logo against a 
complicated back-
ground.

Do not adjust the pro-
portions of the logo 
elements.

Do not place the logo 
in a container shape.

Do not fill the logo 
with a photo or back-
ground.

Do not tile the full 
logo as a pattern.

Do not use separate 
logo elements inde-
pendently.

Do not add special 
effects to the logo.

Do not make the logo 
3D (three-dimensional).

Do not outline the 
logo.

Do not crop any part 
of the logo.

Do not rotate the 
logo.

Application: The Feo 
Telecom symbol can be 
placed on any presenta-
tion, tab on a web page, 
or as a ticker on videos 
and images for social 
media.

Feo Telecom logos (placed in order of pre-
ference of use from left to right) should be 
placed at the Feo Telecom teal coloured with 

Min.size: 10mm (w)

Feo Telecom Logo 
(Horizontal)

Key Brand Signature

Key Brand Signature Symbol Horizontal Logo

Symbol

logos from dark to light grey as next best alterna-
tive positions when possible.
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TYPEFACES TAGLINE

HEADLINE AND TITLE FONT

A B C X Y Z
? ! / & % # *
1 2 3 4 5 0

A B C X Y Z
? ! / & % # *
1 2 3 4 5 0

ABCXYZ
? ! / & % # *
123450
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

,.?!&%#1234567890

SUBSTITUTE FONT

ON SOCIAL NETWORK

BRAND IDENTITY

BODY COPY

FEO Telecom Brand Standards use the Phe-
nomena (bold) and Neo sans (standard) font. 
Where local character language sets prohibit 
its use, the local marketing team should set 
and communicate a standard that is as close a 
representation to these typeface as possible.

The Phenomena typeface is a free font, available for 
download on www.fontfabric.com and Neo sans 
on www.cufonfonts.com. Phenomena and Neo 
sans are the official font of FEO Telecom marketing. 
When possible use these fonts at all times to ensure 
the unification of all marketing material.

The tagline logo is a combination of the FEO 
Telecom logo and our tagline. This is the primary 
expression of our tagline and should be used 
whenver it’s possible to amplify FEO Telecom 
and what the brand stands for. Choosing this 
logo version helps to communicate who we are, 
what we do and how we do it. However, use 
only when there are no other campaign taglines 
in use on the artwork.

« La gestion des appels simplifiés »

You need to place the social network icons 
like this, it’s the best way to integrate those 
icons on the graphic chart of the company.

We can play with these symbol to communicate 
on different support. It’s necessary to use these 
symbol to  convey the telecommunication idea.

PHENOMENA (BOLD) is used for 
headlines on all executions and Brand 
communications.

We choose PHENOMENA for its strong 
modernist look that softened by roun-
ded corners, and very readable text, 
perfect for logos and headings

Neo Sans should be used for body copy on 
all brand communications

We choose PHENOMENA for its strong mo-
dernist look that softened by rounded cor-
ners, and very readable text, perfect for logos 
and headings

Please use Geomanist Black for Headlines and 
titles and Geomanist Regular for body

When PHENOMENA and NEO SANS aren’t 
available, the Geomanist font may be used 
as a replacement for internal communication 
or HTML text only. The Geomanist font is not 
meant for consumer facing marketing colla-
terals
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COLOR PALETTE

FEO BRAND 
PALETTE 

SECONDARY 
PALETTE 

COLOUR SCHEMES

SUCCESSFUL COLOUR PAIRINGS

UNSUCCESSFUL COLOUR PAIRINGS

FEO Telecom will always be identidies with 
teal and white. The shades of teal remain as 
our key colours for all general brand commu-
ncations

The secondary colour palette is available 
when the need arises to express a more

lifestyle-oriented and/or emotional and exciting 
message that require colours other than the 
FEO Telecom brand colours. Use them proudly 
and boldly or as supplementary accents

Too many colors should never be used within one piece. It’s best to find a strong combination of 
three or four colors and use that color scheme consistently and creatively throughout a piece or 
series of pieces. Here are some colour themes that must be used in specific contexts.

Here are some examples of successful colour pai-
rings with good colour contrast

Here are some examples of unsuccessful 
colour pairings with poor colour contrast and/
or are dull in combination. Do not use these 

WHITE + FEO TELECOM TEAL

GRADIENT + FEO TELECOM TEAL GRADIENT + BLUE GRADIENT + SKY GREEN GRADIENT + BLUE GRADIENT

GREEN GRADIENT + FEO TEALWHITE GRADIENT + GREEN GRADIENT

WHITE + BLUE FEO TELECOM TEAL + BLUE FEO TELECOM TEAL + SKY

WHITE + BLACKWHITE + NAVY BLUEBLUE + SKY

WHITE

C0 M0 Y0 K0

R255 G255 B255

#FFFFFF

SKY

C79 M55 Y0 K0

R67 G109 B179

#75A8EB

SAND

PANTONE WARM GRAY 2

C0 M0 Y3 K20

R210 G210 B205

#D1D2CD

CLAY

PANTONE WARM GRAY 8

C0 M0 Y3 K50

R148 G149 B147

#939492

BLACK

PANTONE PROCESS BLACK

C0 M0 Y0 K100

R0 G0 B0

#000000

BLUE

PANTONE

C79 M55 Y0 K0

R67 G109 B179

#436DB3

WHITE

PANTONE

C62 M1 Y0 K0

R82 G193 B240

# 52C1F0

pairings at the same time for coloroued text 
cover a background colour.

NAVY BLUE

C79 M55 Y0 K0

R13 G64 B120

#0D4078

PANTONE
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